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Transhumanize and posthumanize humankind—through advancing the science, technology, and 
capitalism of artificial intelligence, robotics, human immortality biotech, human genetic 

screening and engineering biotech, nanotechnology, neurotechnology, bionic biotech, and 
interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech. 

—The Robocentric mission 



Project Summary 

Overview 
This project is for enabling a suite of the robot software technologies that are needed for making 
robots to see like humans and visually plan and execute navigation and object-manipulation tasks 
like humans, for making robots useful and applicable to every human manual labor endeavor, 
and for making robots ubiquitous and pervasive in America and other First World nations. 

Intellectual Merit 
This Robocentric science and technology research project aims to create a suite of robot software 
technologies that enable robots to process and apply visual information in humanlike ways for 
visually planning and executing navigation and object manipulation, and enable humans to 
quickly, easily, and intuitively create and manage robot tasks.  In order to attain this goal, Allen 
Young, the principal investigator of this project, will test, further develop, finalize, and integrate 
the robot software technologies that he has designed. 

Broader Impacts 
As an essential part of the multidecadal effort and commitment of Allen Young, the principal 
investigator of this project, to continuously develop and commercialize brand-new artificial 
intelligence and robotics technologies for continuously broadening and widening AI and robot 
applications on Earth and in outer space, and universalizing robots and making robots ubiquitous 
in America and elsewhere in the First World, this project is expected to remove all the technical 
risks and uncertainties, and provide all the needed core software architectures, features, and 
algorithms, in enabling robots to have humanlike visual capabilities and enabling humans to 
visually manage robot tasks through software. 
 
The successful commercialization of this project will make available the robot software products 
that enable robots to visually plan and execute navigation and object manipulation in humanlike 
ways, and enable humans to quickly, easily, and intuitively create and manage robot navigation 
and object manipulation tasks. 
 
This project is an essential enabler in achieving Allen Young's aim to make robots ubiquitous in 
America, on Earth and in outer space; this project leads to adding 300 million or more robot 
workers to the American national economy on Earth, that are managed by human workers, for 
doubling the American national annual GDP to US$50 trillion on Earth, US$25 trillion more 
than the pre-robotization level; this project also leads to developing the mass-scale outer space 
American economies with outer-space robots and artificial nuclear-fusion reactor propelled 
constant-acceleration interplanetary spaceships that Allen Young envisions and pursues. 



Elevator Pitch 

Motivation 
Robocentric, the American high-tech corporation founded and managed by Allen Young, the 
principal investigator of this project, pursues making artificial intelligence (AI) and robots 
ubiquitous in America and elsewhere in the first world. 
 
This project is for providing humanlike visual capabilities to robots, and enabling humans to 
create and manage visual navigation and object-manipulation robot tasks easily, quickly, and 
intuitively; this project aims to enable the robot vision, control, and work-management software 
that is needed in making robots applicable to every human manual-labor endeavor, and enabling 
robots to perform the manual tasks that only humans could. 

Customer 
The immediate target customers of this project are autonomous mobile robot makers such as the 
automobile makers who desire incorporating humanlike vision-based autonomous driving 
capability in their vehicles, factories and labs and materials-processing firms that use robot arms 
to automate object-manipulation tasks, and businesses and professionals and consumers that 
desire highly advanced humanlike visual data processing and utilization automation. 
 
The near-term commercial focus is selling to the autonomous-driving car and truck and drone 
makers, the robot-arm users, and the enterprises and professionals and consumers who desire 
automating highly advanced visual data processing and utilization capabilities such as vastly 
superior image content recognition and utilization. 

Value Proposition and Innovation 
Unlike the existing visual artificial intelligence and autonomous driving technologies that use 
machine learning with long supervised and assisted training hours, that are unable to instantly 
process and adapt to new visual information without prior training, Robocentric's robot vision 
technologies do not require long hours of supervised training, and simply require specifying the 
visual tasks that humans want accomplished. 
 
Moreover, Robocentric's robot vision technologies require a minimum computing capability to 
function at its full capacity in processing and applying visual information in humanlike ways, 
and does not require a remotely connected computing farm or a supercomputer. 
 
Robocentric's robot vision technologies enable robots to have humanlike visual capabilities in 
visually planning and executing navigation and object manipulation, so that mechanical 
navigation and object manipulation can be done by robots in humanlike ways, and humans can 
perform more creative, humanly tasks. 

Commercial Opportunity 

Markets and Addressable Markets 
This project targets a number of major markets:  the autonomous navigation and driving vehicle 
(cars, trucks, RVs, drones, golf carts, electric scooters, electric carts, electric caddy, kid's electric 
vehicles, mobility scooter, tractors, industrial farm vehicles) makers and users, the mobile-robot 



makers and users, the robot-arm makers and users, and the enterprises and professionals and 
consumers who desire automating highly advanced visual data processing and utilization 
capabilities such as vastly superior image content recognition and utilization served with first-
party and third-party humanlike computer vision software program and SaaS products. 
 
The vision-based autonomous vehicle navigation-and-driving robot vision software markets 
 In AD 2021, 66.7 million automobiles were sold globally. 
 In AD 2019, some 2.3 million heavy-duty trucks were sold globally. 
 In AD 2020, 430,412 RVs (Recreational Vehicles) were sold in the U.S.  11.2 million U.S. 

households owned an RV in AD 2021. 
 In AD 2020, over 120,000 golf carts were sold in North America. 
 In AD 2020, 5 million electric scooters were sold globally. 
 In AD 2019, 244,637 farm tractors were sold in the U.S. 
 In AD 2020, 320,000 units of agriculture equipment were sold in North America. 
 In AD 2020, 5 million consumer drones were sold worldwide.  The number is expected to 

increase over the next decade, reaching 9.6 million consumer drone unit shipments globally 
by 2030. 

 
The segment of the motor vehicle (automobile, truck, RV, golf cart, electric scooter, farm tractor, 
agriculture equipment, drone, and other) buyers that want the most advanced vision-based 
autonomous navigation and driving capability in their vehicles is an addressable market for this 
project; the automobile makers who wish to incorporate the most advanced autonomous driving 
capability in their vehicles are the direct customers of this project's vision-based autonomous 
driving robot software. 
 
The vision-based mobile robot and robot arm navigation and object-manipulation software 
markets 
 In AD 2021, over 100,000 mobile robots shipped globally. 
 In AD 2018, 422,000 industrial robots (robot arms) were sold. 
 
The segment of the mobile-robot and industrial-robot users that want the most advanced vision-
based navigation and object-manipulation capabilities in their robots is an addressable market for 
this project; the mobile-robot and industrial-robot makers and users who wish to have the most 
advanced robot vision capability in their robots are the direct customers of this project's vision-
based robot navigation and object-manipulation software. 
 
The humanlike computer vision software markets 
 In AD 2019, 1.3 billion personal computers were in use worldwide. 
 In June AD 2022, 7.26 billion people owned a smart and feature phone globally, 91.54% of 

the world's population. 
 
The segment of the enterprise, professional, and consumer computer and smartphone users that 
want the most advanced humanlike visual data processing and application capabilities on their 
computers and smartphones and tablet PCs is an addressable market and a group of potential 
customers for this project's humanlike computer vision software. 



Business Economics 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, perceives the following business 
economics in robot software development and commercialization. 
 Product production 

o In-house robot software production with centralized and distributed software 
development by onsite and remote software developers. 

o A small number of roboticists for testing robot software on robot hardware such as 
autonomous vehicles and robot arms. 

 Product promotion and sales 
o Targeted online advertising. 
o Relevant online content marketing (such as autonomous vehicle driving in well-

known locales, and mobile-robot and robot-arm task assignment and performance, 
shown in online videos). 

o In-house sales operations. 
o Hiring of one or more sales firms to contact and sell robot software products to the 

autonomous vehicle makers, mobile robot makers, robot-arm makers, and advanced 
visual information processing businesses. 

 Product distribution 
o Distribution of robot software products on the Internet using rented or pay-for-use 

cloud platform.  No in-house product distribution facility. 
o No additional effort spent on increasing the product supply, since the online software 

delivery is automatically scaled by the cloud platform provider. 
 Product consumption 

o Installing the licensed robot software product in the robot. 
o Using the robot software product built into the robot. 
o Using robot software product on computer, smartphone, and tablet computer. 

Market Drivers 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, perceives the following market drivers in 
robotics.  Allen Young concludes that until robotics technologies reach maturity and market 
saturation, the following market drivers will continuously grow robot technology demands and 
markets. 
 Convenience and cheapness of autonomous driving and other types of robotic labor. 
 Human labor shortage, need to automate human manual labor in factories, farms, mines, 

construction, military, and elsewhere to increase output and levels of production. 
 Need to automate advanced visual processing on computer, need to process and use visual 

information in more intelligent ways on computer, that are all currently unsatisfied or 
inadequately satisfied due to lacking the needed technological capabilities. 

 Insatiable human greed and demands for more goods and services.  Human need to 
continuously expand and consume more resources on Earth and in outer space, that can be 
satisfied via AI and robotics. 

Market Opportunity Validation 
The market opportunity for this project is validated by the strong presence of the continuously 
growing unmet and unsatisfied interest and demands in autonomously driving vehicles, mobile 



robots, industrial robots, labor-intensive human manual labor automation (in navigation, driving, 
and object manipulation), and advanced visual processing on computer. 
 
Autonomous vehicle and robot makers and users, and advanced visual processing service 
providers and users are the customers of this project; producing, promoting, licensing and 
distributing vision-based robot software is the basic business model that this project fits into. 
 
Unlike what this project aims to provide, competitors offer machine-learning based robot vision 
technologies that are inadequate and cannot possibly match the superior capability of the human 
vision; competitors offer inadequate robot software technologies. 
 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, expects no competitive landscape change 
by the time Robocentric's robot vision products enter the market, in a year or two, by AD 2023 
or 2024.  Allen Young expects no significant advances in robot vision by another business, 
because no one known is taking the direction in robot vision R&D in the way he does. 

Commercial Risks 
Low commercial risks, other than the failure to develop the desired and needed technologies for 
commercialization—there is no guarantee that these technologies can be developed.  There is no 
barrier to entry, there is no preexisting dominant and entrenched robot software corporation, 
business overhead is low, and the adoption and usage of AI and robotics is expected to go up 
indefinitely on Earth and in outer space.  Minimum payroll, minimum human resources initially.  
The failure to make sales is a commercial risk that is deemed unlikely, but does exist; potential 
failure to recoup the startup money and generate profit does exist, however, as in any business. 

Commercialization Approach 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, will work on securing the 
commercialization capital via online crowdfunding, angel investors, and venture capitalists, 
throughout the research and development period, and after the products launch. 
 
Allen Young perceives the following initial products. 
 Autonomous-vehicle, autonomous-drone, and mobile-robot humanlike visual navigation 

robot software products 
 Robot-arm object manipulation humanlike visual planning and execution robot software 

product. 
 Robot work-management software product. 
 Humanlike computer vision software licensing to advanced visual information processing 

software product and service companies. 
 One or more humanlike computer vision software program and SaaS products. 
 
The above products will provide the economic benefit of automating mechanical and redundant 
human visual tasks, so that human labor can be freed to do other tasks. 
 
Since tens of a million motor vehicles (automobile, truck, RV, golf cart, electric scooter, farm 
tractor, agriculture equipment, drone, etc.) are sold annually worldwide, Allen Young deems that 
selling 100,000 visual navigation robot software licenses per year, each license priced at US$200 
on average (US$30 for small vehicles such as consumer drones and electric scooters, US$100 for 



mid-sized vehicles such as golf carts, US$250 for big vehicles such as cars, US$400 for super 
big vehicles such as trucks), can be achieved in a few years, which will generate US$20 million 
annual revenue.  Allen Young expects that the visual navigation robot software market will 
continue to grow afterward.  Robocentric will partner with motor vehicle makers for including 
Robocentric's visual navigation robot software in their vehicles. 
 
Since hundreds of a thousand mobile and industrial robots are sold annually worldwide, Allen 
Young deems that selling 10,000 visual navigation and object-manipulation robot software 
licenses per year, each license priced at US$100, can be achieved in several years, which will 
generate US$1 million annual revenue.  Allen Young expects that after Robocentric launches its 
own general-purpose robot hardware products that use Robocentric robot software products, 
Robocentric's revenue will exponentially grow. 
 
Since billions of people use PCs and smartphones worldwide, Allen Young deems that selling 
100,000 humanlike computer vision software licenses or subscriptions per year, each license or 
subscription priced at US$50 per year, can be achieved in several years, which will generate 
US$5 million annual revenue.  Allen Young expects that the visual artificial intelligence 
software market will continue to grow afterward. 

Commercialization Resources Needed, and Plan and Expected 
Timeline for Securing Commercialization Resources 
Since this is software commercialization, aside from the R&D resources needed that are 
specified in the budget of this project, the only resource needed for commercialization or 
products launch is a rented cloud computing platform, for providing robot vision software 
product demos and trials, processing online sales and delivering the robot vision software 
products.  However, in addition, initial product promotion, advertising, and sales money is 
needed also; the money for building the demo autonomous vehicles is needed also, which 
includes hiring one or more roboticists, buying autonomous vehicle units and parts and 
modification tools, and renting a garage or warehouse to park the demo autonomous vehicles. 
 
Robocentric already has a rented cloud computing platform. 
 
The commercialization money needed for delivering demo and trial software online, initial 
product promotion and advertising and sales, and building the demo autonomous vehicles, will 
be procured throughout the research and development period, and after the products launch, via 
online crowdfunding, angel investors, and venture capitalists. 

Technical Solution 

Proposed Solution 
This project is for providing a humanlike vision software technology for robotics, and a quick, 
easy, and intuitive visual robot work management software technology. 
 
A holistic and integrated robot vision software technology that replicates and surpasses all 
aspects and capabilities of the human vision system through using the visual information 
processing software algorithms developed by Allen Young, the principal investigator of this 



project, is a technical solution that this project aims to enable.  Another technical solution is a 
revolutionary robot work management software technology. 
  
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, has been developing these innovations for 
16 years, since AD 2006.  Although the technologies are yet completely proven to be feasible, 
the software-architectures, key-features, and key-algorithms designs have been completed, 
partially documented, and partially tested and verified; Allen Young needs to test and validate all 
the software architectures, features, and algorithms he has designed, and develop even more 
needed software features and algorithms for the commercialization; Allen Young deems that the 
software development has progressed enough to pursue completion and commercialization now. 

Key Technical Challenges and Risks 
The key technical challenge is completing all of the software architectures, features, and 
algorithms that are required for providing the desired robot software capabilities. 
 
The key technical risk is failing to develop the robot vision software architectures, features, and 
algorithms, that provide the required capabilities and performances, namely the humanlike visual 
information processing and application.  Currently, it is unknown whether the human visual 
capabilities can be fully and adequately replicated in machines, in software; there is no guarantee 
that it is possible to make machines, computers, or robots see like humans; developing a set of 
software algorithms that process and apply visual information in humanlike ways might not be 
feasible and successful. 
 
Allen Young's focus will be successfully completing all the required robot software 
architectures, features, and algorithms that synergistically provide all the capabilities and 
performances that Allen Young desires in the humanlike robot vision software, and intuitive, 
quick, and easy robot task creation and management software. 
 
To mitigate the technical risk and to maximize the chance of success in this Robocentric science 
and technology research, Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, will employ the 
following general scientific approach. 
 
The general scientific approach used in this proposed project has three fundamental features. 
 
The systematic empiricism of this project entails learning by systematically and carefully 
planning, making, recording, and analyzing observations of the human visual capabilities and the 
human manual-task planning and execution capabilities—for replicating those human visual and 
manual-labor capabilities in robots. 
 
The empirical questions of this project ask the data-processing architectures, features and 
algorithms that the human visual system and the human manual-task planning and execution 
system use to provide their capabilities; Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, 
will create the answers to this project's empirical questions, through analysis or deduction or 
deductive reasoning, generalization or induction or inductive reasoning, intuitive guessing, and 
modeling and emulation and experiment and validation via implementation in software. 
 



The public knowledge creation of this project entails the robot vision and work-management 
software commercialization and availability, patent applications authoring and filing, user 
manuals and tech specs authoring and publication, and product promotions and advertisements, 
that inform the public that humanlike visual capabilities can be created and used in robots via 
software, and robot tasks can be quickly, easily, and intuitively created and managed by humans 
via software. 

Intellectual Properties 
Currently, no patent applications and copyright registrations are filed to protect the intellectual 
properties of this project. 
 
In order to protect the intellectual property associated with this project, Allen Young, the 
principal investigator of this project, will keep all the sensitive and confidential and patentable 
information to himself, and keep the patentable software technologies and copyrightable 
documentation undisclosed until filing the patents and registering copyrights.  Allen Young plans 
to use the NSF SBIR or other funding for patent and copyright fees. 

Company/Team 

Company Founder 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, the founder and CEO of Robocentric, is a 
transhumanistic Asian-American man whose career focus and commitment is publicly promoting 
and advancing the science, technology, and capitalism of artificial intelligence, robotics, human 
body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech—for making AI and robots abundant and 
ubiquitous in America and elsewhere in the First World, making available the human health and 
longevity biotechnologies in America and elsewhere in the First World, and enabling mass-scale 
outer space humanity expansion, as specified in his book, The Future:  How artificial 
intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech will alter the human 
reality. 
 
Allen Young will stay completely committed to achieving his ultimate goal of transhumanizing 
humankind via advancing AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech 
until it is done and through. 
 
Allen Young works over 80 hours almost every week, on executing and improving his plan to 
transhumanize humankind via advancing AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer 
space tech; Allen Young rests only when he must. 
 
Allen Young will spend 40 to 80 hours almost every week on this project until the project is 
completed. 
 
Allen Young is inordinately experienced and prepared in researching, developing, and 
commercializing novel and revolutionary robot vision and work-management software 
technologies; Allen Young is inordinately committed to advancing, revolutionizing, and 
universalizing artificial intelligence and robotics in America and elsewhere in the First World; 
Allen Young has multiple decades of commitment to making AI and robots ubiquitous in 



America and elsewhere in the First World; making AI and robots ubiquitous is one of Allen 
Young's missions. 
 
Allen Young has spent the past 16 years, since AD 2006, researching and developing robot 
vision, control, and work-management software technologies and ways to promote his business, 
that he has deemed necessary for making robots ubiquitous in America and elsewhere in the First 
World.  Allen Young now deems that it is finally the time to complete and commercialize his 
robot vision, control, and work-management software technologies. 
 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, is the most suitable person to bring forth 
the revolutionary robot software technologies that he has envisioned and worked on, due to his 
unparalleled experience in, preparation for, and dedication to developing and commercializing 
his revolutionary robot technologies for universalizing robots; in the past 16 years, Allen Young 
has spent over 80% of his time and effort on researching and developing the AI and robotics 
technologies that he has envisioned, and spent the remaining 20% on finding and building the 
ways to promote his business and cause of advancing AI, robotics, biotech, and outer-space tech. 

Robocentric Vision 
To create the transhumanistic and posthumanistic human world with artificial intelligence, 

robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space humanity expansion technologies. 
—The Robocentric vision statement 

 
Robocentric is Allen Young's business whose mission is to transhumanize humankind. 
 
To transhumanize is to remove human limitations and improve the human condition via 
advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, biotech, nanotech, neurotech, and outer-space tech. 
 
Robocentric aims to achieve the following over the next five years. 
 Revolutionization of autonomous robot navigation and object manipulation, via developing 

and commercializing its own humanlike-vision based robot navigation and object 
manipulation software technologies, and intuitive vision-based robot work management 
software technologies. 

 Development and commercialization of general-purpose robot hardware products, including 
but not limited to humanoid robots. 

 One or more biotech products developed and commercialized for achieving the long-term 
goal of realizing the human health and longevity biotechnologies. 

 Substantial progress in small-scale, low-cost artificial nuclear-fusion reactors development 
for providing unlimited cleaning energy on Earth and enabling the interplanetary mass-scale 
outer space humanity expansion in the Solar System via artificial nuclear-fusion reactor 
propelled constant-1g-acceleration spaceships, as specified in The Future, the book by Allen 
Young. 

Existing Operations 
Allen Young already does robot vision and work-management software research and 
development, biotech research and development, and artificial nuclear-fusion reactor powered 
spaceship propulsion system research and development. 
 



This proposed effort fits into integrating all of existing Robocentric's robot software research and 
development toward commercialization and products launch in one or two years. 

Company History 
Robocentric was founded in AD 2005 by Allen Young for pursuing his mission of making robots 
ubiquitous via developing and commercializing revolutionary robot software and hardware 
technologies. 
 
Robocentric has no high-tech product launched yet, and it has had no revenue; Robocentric has 
been in the R&D mode for the last 16 years; Robocentric has had no government funding and 
private investment yet. 

Consultants or Subawardees 
There will be no consultants and subawardees working on this project. 

Intellectual Merit 

Innovations 
This project aims to create revolutionary and highly disruptive innovations in robot vision, 
vision-based robot navigation and object-manipulation control, and visual robot work-
management software technologies. 

Robot Vision Software Innovation 
The human vision system extracts different types of visual information in each image that it 
receives via the pair of human eyes, and applies the extracted different types of visual 
information in planning and performing navigation and object manipulation. 
 
Through multiple years of research and computational experiments, Allen Young, the principal 
investigator of this project, has concluded that the human vision system performs a number of 
different types of visual data processing operations with different visual data types. 
 
In visual navigation planning and execution, the human visual system determines the current 
location and travel route. 
 
In visual object-manipulation planning and execution, the human visual system determines what 
and where to manipulate on. 
 
The robot vision software that this project aims to create replicates in machines the multitype 
visual information extraction and application capability and behavior of the human visual 
system. 
 
This robot vision software innovation enables robots to see like humans, and extract and apply 
all the different types of visual information that the human visual system extracts and applies; 
hence this innovation enables robots to perform visual information processing in humanlike 
ways, automates mechanical and mindless human visual tasks such as visual pattern recognition, 
and frees up humans to perform creative and complex, not redundant and simple visual tasks. 
 



This robot vision software innovation provides benefit by enabling computers and robots to 
perform mechanical and mindless human visual tasks much faster and much more accurately 
than humans without the human errors.  This robot vision software enables creating humanlike 
visual processing capabilities in machines that are cheap and unlimited in supply, hence enables 
supplying more visual processing capabilities or labor in addition to humans to increase the 
economic productions that involve and require human visual processing. 

Robot Work Management Software Innovation 
The robot work management software innovation that this project aims to bring is enabling 
human robot users to create and manage robot navigation and object-manipulation tasks and 
operations using GUI (Graphical User Interface) visuals only, without any complex mental 
calculations and computer programming. 
 
This project aims to create the robot work-management software features envisioned, designed, 
and partially implemented and tested by Allen Young for visually creating and managing robot 
navigation and object-manipulation tasks in GUI (Graphical User Interface) that allow quick, 
easy, and intuitive robot task creation and management by humans without computer 
programming. 
 
With this robot work management software innovation, any human being can create and assign 
navigation and object-manipulation tasks to robots, visually in GUI, without any expert or 
complex knowledge; hence this innovation enables any human to use robots and make robots 
perform simple and complex navigation and object-manipulation tasks, which is a required 
technology in universalizing robots and making robots ubiquitous. 

How Human Beings Perform Manual Labor 
One aspect of the human body is that it is a physical motion hardware device with integrated 
visual information sensing, visual data processing, motion planning, motion execution, trial, 
error, learning, correction, and improvement.  In particular, the human eyes and brain enable 
visual information sensing and processing in the human being, whereas the human-body bones, 
joints, tendons, ligaments, muscle fibers, muscle bundles, muscle groups, nerves, and energy 
supply system enable human-body motor motions. 
 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, suspects that the following major 
components are involved in how human beings perform manual labor; Allen Young's conclusion 
is that in order for a robot to be able to perform the manual tasks that could only be performed by 
human beings, the robot must have all the following faculties or human-like manual labor 
hardware and software components. 
 
The first stage in planning and performing human manual labor is visual information sensing.  
The human eye collects streams of light in the way a camera does, and forms an image on the 
human retina in the back of the human eye.  The human retina is a thin layer of tissue composed 
of photoreceptor cells, which translate the incoming light into impulses that are transmitted to the 
human brain for processing via the optic nerve attached to the human retina.  Technologically, 
visual perception is already a solved problem; nowadays, in AD 2022, cheap high-resolution 
computer cameras are manufactured and sold in massive quantities. 
 



The second stage in planning and performing human manual labor is visual data processing for 
segmenting, categorizing, storing, and recognizing different visual components and patterns.  
Currently, this is an unsolved technological problem; there is no completed technology that can 
precisely segment, categorize, store, and recognize different visual components and patterns in 
an image—like humans do—that can be used in planning and executing ultra-precise visual data 
based motion planning and execution. 
 
The third major stage in planning and performing human manual labor is motion planning, with 
human muscle groups movement planning. 
 
The fourth major stage in planning and performing human manual labor is motion execution, 
with motion trial, error, visual and tactile feedback analysis, learning, correction, and 
improvement. 
 
This project aims to remove all the technical risks and uncertainties in replicating the second, 
third, and fourth major stages above in robot software, to enable replicating the human visual 
manual-task planning and execution capabilities in robots. 

Key Objectives, Critical Technical Milestones, and R&D Plan 
The key objectives to be accomplished during this Robocentric science and technology research 
are the feasibility verifications for all of the robot vision, control, and work-management 
software features required by this project, as specified by Allen Young, the principal investigator 
of this project. 
 
To be deemed a success, all of Allen Young's visual data processing algorithms must 
intelligently run on every single camera-input image with the performance rate of processing 30 
to 60 images per second on a mid-end personal computer or a high-performance microcontroller; 
also, the GUI-based visual robot task creation and management software must be fast enough on 
smartphones and tablet computers so that the human users do not feel that the software is slow 
and sluggish. 
 
An intuitive robot work management software technology, developed by Allen Young, based on 
Allen Young's aforementioned robot vision technologies, must enable humans to quickly, easily, 
and intuitively manage robot tasks. 
 
When all of the above software capabilities become possible via this project, robots will be able 
to see like humans, and visually plan and execute navigation and object-manipulation tasks like 
humans, and humans will be able to easily, quickly, and intuitively create and manage robot 
navigation and object-manipulation tasks visually in GUI. 
 
Note that at least 18 (or most likely over 30) different software patent claims must be filed to 
fully protect the intellectual properties of this project in the U.S., Western Europe, Japan, and 
elsewhere (i.e. U.S., European, Japanese, South Korean, and Taiwanese patent filings required at 
the minimum), due to the (large) number of the different software components involved in this 
project. 
 



This Robocentric science and technology research will have been completed and succeeded, 
when all the required robot software features and algorithms specified by Allen Young are 
designed and proven to be feasible and implementable in software code with the required 
performance rate. 
 
Making each required software capability or algorithm set feasible is a critical technical 
milestone that must be met to get the products of this project to market. 
 
Enabling the technical feasibility of each required software capability or algorithm set is a key 
objective of this project. 
 
In order to complete each software algorithm and determine the technical and commercial 
feasibility of the technology, the question of what visual data-processing algorithm the human 
vision system uses must be answered by successfully designing and implementing the algorithm 
in software with adequate or desired processing speed. 
 
Successfully completing each required software algorithm is a critical technical milestone that 
must be met to get the planned robot vision software product to market. 
 
A key facet of this R&D plan is to observe and textually model the data processing that the 
human visual system performs to detect each type of visual data, and replicate the capability in 
software; Allen Young, the principal investigator of this project, will perform the necessary 
iterative software algorithm design, implementation, and testing, until the adequate software 
capability and performance is obtained for each required robot vision software algorithm, which 
replicates in software the human visual data processing capability for extracting a certain type of 
visual data. 
 
All the visual-processing output measurements will be made in software, down to the image 
pixel values, as needed. 
 
Allen Young has already designed a lot of the software architectures, features and algorithms for 
his robot vision, control, and work-management software components, during his past research 
on robot vision.  Allen Young expects completing this Robocentric science and technology 
research in 12 months or less. 
 
The robot vision and work-management software architectures, features, and algorithm designs 
that Allen Young has been developing in the past 16 years, since AD 2006, will be the basis of 
the software technologies to be fully developed and ascertained in this project. 
 
Removing all the technical risks and uncertainties via this project is required for creating a proof 
of concept or prototype; without developing the robot vision software algorithms that work with 
adequate performance, the desired robot vision software technology cannot be developed. 



Broader Impacts 

Broad Economic Impact 
This project is a necessary component in universalizing robots in America and the rest of the 
First World, and making AI and robots essential to the human existence and daily lives in the 
developed nations. 
 
This project contributes to creating unlimited supplies of cheap manual labor via robots in 
America, and robotizing farming, mining, manufacturing, construction, and labor-intensive 
services in America, on Earth and in outer space. 
 
One major economic consequence Robocentric aims to create through advancing AI and robotics 
is having 100 to 200 million robots working in the American factories on Earth, managed by 
human robot-managers. 
  
Robocentric aims to create the America with as many working robots as twice the number of the 
American human workers, 320 million or more, to increase the American national annual GDP 
to US$50 trillion and beyond. 
 
This project is an essential requirement in enabling the robotization of the American national 
economy, due to its provision of the robot software needed in robotics universalization. 
 
This project also contributes to developing the mass-scale outer space American economies with 
outer-space robots and artificial nuclear-fusion reactor propelled constant-acceleration 
interplanetary spaceships that Robocentric envisions and pursues. 

Robotization of the U.S. Military 
Robocentric plans and executes being a military robotics technology supplier to the U.S. military 
and the U.S. ally militaries, by providing advanced robotics software and hardware products for 
military defense and offence.  Robocentric aims to strengthen the U.S. military capabilities 
through the U.S. military robotization.  This project aims to provide a suite of critical military 
robotics software programs. 

Plan to Generate the Desired Broader Impacts 
Sustainable Business Model 
Robocentric's business model in AI and robotics for making AI and robots ubiquitous in America 
and elsewhere in the First World is continuous brand-new AI and robotics software and hardware 
technologies development and commercialization that continuously expands AI and robotics 
applications and customers until AI and robots are used in all human endeavors; Robocentric 
aims to continuously increase the human workers productivity and creativity via continuous AI 
and robotics technology innovation; Robocentric aims to make its AI and robotics technologies 
and products applicable to all human endeavors, and sell its AI and robotics technology products 
to every economic sector, industry, business, and consumer in America and elsewhere in the 
First World. 



Metrics and Measurement Plan 
For measuring its success in universalizing robots and making robots ubiquitous in America and 
elsewhere in the First World, Robocentric uses the number of AI systems and robots used by a 
person in America and elsewhere in the First World, and the amount of human worker 
productivity increase due to using Robocentric's AI systems and robots.  One of Robocentric's 
key aims is to continuously increase these number and amount. 

Business Partnerships and Alliances 
In order to make robots ubiquitous in America and other First World nations, Robocentric will 
form business partnerships and alliances with the U.S. and other First World federal and state 
and local governments, banks, and businesses that will financially and economically benefit from 
robotizing the U.S. and other First World farming, mining, manufacturing, construction, and 
labor-intensive services. 
 
Expanding and growing the national economies of America and other First World nations is a 
value proposition that the Americans and the other peoples of the First World will embrace.  
Potential partners of Robocentric will engage with Robocentric due to Robocentric's value 
proposition of increasing their own wealth and the collective wealth of America and other First 
World nations by expanding the First World national economies via AI and robotics. 
 
So far, Robocentric had no engagement with any other parties due to focusing on its first R&D in 
robot software.  From now on, securing ever-increasing financial and manpower support for 
achieving Robocentric's mission of making AI and robots ubiquitous is one of the highest 
priorities of Allen Young, Robocentric founder and CEO.  Allen Young will continue to engage 
other people with Robocentric, in order to make AI and robots ubiquitous in America and 
elsewhere in the First World. 

Potential Risks and Associated Mitigation Strategies 
The biggest risk to Robocentric's envisioned success is its AI and robotics technologies and 
products failing to garner widespread adoption and use in America and elsewhere in the First 
World. 
 
In order to mitigate and even squelch this risk, Robocentric will continuously develop and 
commercialize brand-new, more-advanced AI and robotics technologies of its own that will 
enable ever-increasing uses and applications of its AI and robotics technologies that reduce 
economic production and service-provision costs via automation, provide increased production 
capabilities and labor, and increase human worker productivity and creativity.  Robocentric will 
make its own AI and robotics technologies and products applicable to all human endeavors, on 
Earth and in outer space, to assure its success in AI and robotics business. 
 
Robocentric will also continuously promote and advertise the benefits of using its AI and 
robotics technologies and products, to make adopting and using its AI and robotics technologies 
and products a norm in America and elsewhere in the First World. 

Additional Anticipated Needs for Resources and the Plan to Secure Them 
The funding for Robocentric's general-purpose robot hardware design and manufacturing 
methods research & development, and factory construction, will be needed for making robots 
ubiquitous in America and elsewhere in the First World.  Robocentric will secure this funding 



from its robot software business, another SBIR NSF robotics funding, crowdfunding, angel 
investors, venture capitalists, and/or business loans. 

About Robocentric 
Robocentric is an American high-tech corporation that publicly promotes and advances the 
science, technology, and capitalism of artificial intelligence, robotics, human immortality 
biotech, and interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale outer space humanity 
expansion tech. 
 
Building Robocentric—for advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, human immortality 
biotech, and interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale outer space humanity 
expansion tech via R&D and commercialization—is a multidecadal commitment of Allen 
Young, the transhumanistic Asian-American man. 
 
NOTICE Robocentric Biotech is not a conventional bioscience laboratory or R&D facility or 
biomedical research institution:  Rather, Robocentric Biotech is a sensor, scanner, modeler, 
designer, synthesizer, and replacer biotech R&D and commercialization business with a long-
term (multidecadal) aim of developing and commercializing its own human immortality 
biotechnologies.  Robocentric does not breed or produce laboratory animals, such as laboratory 
mice, for developing its biotech.  Robocentric doesn't do genetically engineered plant and animal 
production unless it is for testing its own genetic engineering biotech.  Robocentric doesn't do 
testing on live animals except for clinical trials for testing its own human or nonhuman disease 
cure or for testing its own sensor and scanner biotech.  Robocentric Biotech's main strategy is 
developing and commercializing its own biomatter synthesizer biotechnologies for 
biomanufacturing biochemicals, biomolecules, monomers, polymers, cell components, cells, 
tissues, organs, organ systems, whole bodies, consumer and industrial biomaterials and pseudo-
biomaterials such as artificial cells and tissues and cell-like systems, and bioelectronic devices:  
Robocentric Biotech's key focus is developing and commercializing its own biomatter 
synthesizer technologies, not breeding animals and plants, not performing incremental bioscience 
researches.  Robocentric performs testing on live and dead animal and plant biomatter (such as 
cells, tissues, and organs), only when it is absolutely necessary for developing and testing its own 
biotechnologies.  Robocentric Biotech is led by Allen Young, a college dropout. 
 
 
Read The Future, the book written by Allen Young, the transhumanistic Asian-American man, 
that explains how Allen Young and his transhumanistic American high-tech corporation, 
Robocentric, advance AI, robotics, human immortality biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
humanity expansion tech.  Visit Robocentric.com/Future to learn how AI, robotics, human 
immortality biotech, and mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech will alter the human 
reality!  Be special:  Be in the know in advancing transhumanism by visiting 
Robocentric.com/Future and reading The Future! 
 
Robocentric needs investors for advancing AI, robotics, human immortality biotech, and mass-
scale outer space humanity expansion tech!  Allen Young, the transhumanistic Asian-American 
man, a college dropout, Robocentric CEO is currently working on commercializing the AI and 
robotics technologies that he has developed.  Robocentric is seeking investors for bringing the 
next-generation AI and robotics technologies to the market.  Investing in Robocentric comes 



with unconditional remaining investor money return via share buyback at the purchase price.  
Visit Robocentric.com/Investors for more info and to invest in Robocentric! 
 
In order to advance the science and technology and capitalism in artificial intelligence, robotics, 
human immortality biotech, and mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech—for doubling 
the American national annual GDP to US$50 trillion and beyond by fully robotizing the 
American national economy on Earth, and sextupling the American national annual GDP to 
US$150 trillion and beyond by fully transhumanizing the American national economy on Earth 
and in outer space—Robocentric, the transhumanistic American high-tech corporation, performs 
a number of its own science and technology research projects under Allen Young's leadership.  
Visit Robocentric.com/Projects to learn about the transhumanistic science and technology 
researches that Robocentric performs under Allen Young's leadership, before making the 
decision to invest in Robocentric at Robocentric.com/Investors. 
 
If you're an investor, visit Robocentric.com/PitchDeck to learn about Robocentric's overall 
business plan for advancing transhumanism in America and elsewhere in the First World.  
Advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, human immortality biotech, and mass-scale outer 
space humanity expansion tech needs your support.  You can support advancing AI, robotics, 
human immortality biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech by investing in Robocentric through 
purchasing one or more Robocentric stocks at Robocentric.com/Investors.  You can provide 
support by making one or more donations at Robocentric.com/Donation.  You can provide 
support by purchasing one or more merchandise items at Robocentric.com/Merchandise. 
 
If you want to contact Allen Young, the transhumanistic Asian-American man, Robocentric 
CEO, for business related issues or investing in Robocentric for advancing AI, robotics, human 
immortality biotech, and mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech, visit 
Robocentric.com/Contact. 
 
Allen Young, the transhumanistic Asian-American man, Robocentric CEO, is looking for people 
to work with!  Currently, Allen Young is working on getting the initial funding for Robocentric, 
so there's no immediate open positions.  But in the future, there will be.  If you’re interested in 
working on advancing AI, robotics, human immortality biotech, and/or mass-scale outer space 
humanity expansion tech, visit Robocentric.com/Jobs. 
 
If you want to know more about Allen Young, the transhumanistic Asian-American man, 
Robocentric CEO, who publicly promotes and advances the science, technology, and capitalism 
of artificial intelligence, robotics, human immortality biotech, human genetic screening and 
engineering biotech, nanotechnology, neurotechnology, bionic biotech, and interplanetary, 
interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech, visit 
Robocentric.com/Bio for Allen Young’s biosketch and autobiography. 
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